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“The best way to find yourself is to lose yourself
in the service of others.”
Date: 24/09/2019
NSS was launched on the 100th birth anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi as a
Youth Service Program in 1969 by the Govt. of India. The Motto of NSS is “NOT ME,
BUT YOU”. The welfare of an individual depends on the welfare of the society. It
expresses the essence of democratic living, the need of self-less service, appreciation
of the other man’s point of view, and also consideration for fellow human beings.
The cardinal principle of the NSS program is to get a sense of involvement in the
task of nation building.
This year too, NSS foundation day was celebrated by NSS Unit of RCOEM
with great enthusiasm and contentment. The event was organized in the main
auditorium, RCOEM Nagpur. The event started at 1:00 p.m., in the presence of Dr. S.
D. Mohgaonkar (Dean- second shift), Dr. Amit Anurag (NSS Program Officer), Prof.
Saket Kanetkar and 200 NSS Volunteers of the college.

The program started with the welcome of guests. They lighted the lamp. It was
followed by screening a video that was based on all the events organized by the NSS unit
throughout the year. The program proceeded while Dr. Amit Anurag (NSS Program
Officer) addressed the audience. It was followed by Dr. S. D. Mohgaonkar (Deansecond shift) who advised students how to work in group and keep up the motto
“Not Me, But You” in mind. He stated the importance of NSS and how it works,
organized by the students and teachers through their combined participation in
community service.
It helps to understand themselves in relation to their community. Identify the needs and
problems of the community and as engineering students how to utilize our knowledge
in finding practical solution and implement it. NSS encourages participation of youth in
national development.

Later, all the BR’s (Branch Representatives) and volunteers of NSS Unit were guided
by Dr. Amit Anurag and Varun Tiwari (NSS secretary) about different events organized
under the NSS and presented the detailed report of the NSS. The program was
concluded up with the vote of thanks by Nayan Karwa (NSS Joint Secretary).
Marking the 50th anniversary of NSS as well as the 150th birth
anniversary of Mahatma Gandhi, RCOEM NSS Unit Celebrates NSS Day on
24th September 2019. Moreover, as per the direction of Higher and Technical
Education Board (Maharashtra Government) and RTM Nagpur University to
Conduct NSS Week during 24th Sep to 02 October; NSS RCOEM is taking Stationary
Collection Drive during this time period and further to distribute among
underprivileged students of Some identified School or Orphanage.

